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Having asked for a look at Heaven, we ask The Committee to describe how Earth is seen from "Heaven"
as we understand that to be.
Q: I guess the first thing to ask is what "Heaven" should mean?
C: We shall say, this human word fits a human concept and it is this definition we attempt to explain. It is
your true home, your natural state, the place you occupy. This is your essence, your base and basis and
the place of your origin.
Q: Most humans understand it's where we go when we die.
C: You do not die, and thus you go nowhere. You discard your body and disappear from the energy field
perception of your human being companions.
Q: My good friend Erik recently described dimensions and vibrations, saying the former exist and latter
enable perception.
C: Heaven is all dimensions available and within access.
Q: There are dimensions we cannot visit from Heaven?
C: There are sections within you do not visit, just as there are buildings you do not enter, on Earth. You
know of them, see them, understand their function and purpose all without general access. There are

places like this in your true home, the difference being that as you know where you may not visit, you do
not feel curiosity or intrigue to do so.
Q: OK, so when a being looks upon Earth, what can be seen?
C: We say, it is not what is seen, it is what is understood. From Heaven, a gaze upon Earth gives
appreciation foe the thoughts, energy and emotions of all things. The physical appearance is only a small
portion. We suggest your photographs; the most beautiful remains flat and never creates the same
perception as being where the photograph was taken. The live view adds an appreciation no photo can
provide.
When your gaze from Heaven is trained upon Earth, this same appreciation is felt; as your flat photograph
comes alive before you, Earth will come alive in a way like this, making your view of it seem as flat as do
your photographs.
Q: When you say thoughts, energy and emotions, what about rocks and trees and oceans and.....
C: Interrupt we will, to say all of these things have emotions also, much as you do, yet different and not
perceived. We suggest a photograph of a tree being cut, a movie of the felling of the same tree and sight
of the live event. Each of these adds to the appreciation, yes? From Heaven you will see the soul, energy
and the pain of the tree as its life on Earth is ended this way, the view expanded upward and outward just
as the photo into movie into live experience expands the view before it.
Q: Is this why blind people see things so much differently?
C: Yes, the eye organ information is not used and has not the opportunity to confuse the brain, and the
perception of energy is allowed to flourish, sight information does not confuse, blur or demote the energy.
Q: Could a photo be taken from Heaven? A still picture?
C: Yes, however colour and nuance and feeling would still be present and perceived.
We suggest a black & white photograph versus a colour motion picture, as an example of the difference
you would - and will again - perceive in Heaven, if a still photograph were seen versus true perception.
Q: So do we see a building and also inside it, through it and everything in between?
C: Yes, however the possible overwhelming information a Heavenly view could seem to offer is not this
way, in Heaven. There is not time and no deadline upon which understanding is required; what you see in,
through, about and also inside the people of the building will come to you separately and together,
simultaneously.
This word we like, as it describes time. In Heaven, there is the passage of simultaneousness, as on Earth
you perceive the passage of time.
Earth allows a simultaneous, yet separate and also connected view into all things, when looked upon from
Heaven.
Q: What about auras and energy fields and things like that around humans? Can those be seen?

C: Yes, automatically and also they can be turned off; what we mean to say is, the natural appearance and
perception of such energy colors, which is what appears, can be suspended. This creates a view typical of
what many humans will see of Earth.
Q: Why is that done, the ability to see auras turned on or off?
C: The chapters of a book, a collection of stories is a good way to see this from your view. The book is
one yet has many parts; each part can be seen and appreciated separately yet a well done book connects
the pieces, which are appreciated also apart.
Earth is complete perfection in this way, all parts of all things fit together marvellously well even when
the separated components are admired.
So it is a joy for us who look upon Earth this way, and all of you, to see completeness and its parts, the
beauty in the brush strokes of the painting so admired. The beauty you create with your lives, the love we
feel as we sense the commitment and dedication all of you display as you travel to live on Earth and allow
us the pleasure of beholding this beauty you all create, there are no words.
Q: Our Esteemed Committee, thank you and we hope to visit this subject again.
C: Our honour and pleasure; be well, one and all!

Comments
Mike 22/11/2013 8:45am
Sorry human curiosity taking over here. These sections in these dimensions we cannot visit. Why can we
not? What is there that stops us? What exists there? Is it another heaven or a heaven for a heaven?
Sounds like the Area 51 of heaven!
Patrick 23/11/2013 5:02pm
The places in Heaven unable to be visited are where information might disturb the plans of a soul
group of which the visitor is a part. If the information there becomes irrelevant to a visitor's
choice, it can be visited. This is infrequent, even rare and usually involves large scale events
affecting many souls.
Mike
24/11/2013 5:00am
So would this perhaps be the meeting place that a soul has every night from its body with its
GAGs? Or does it mean every soul has some form of life plan in heaven and it goes through
experiences there similar to when incarnating on earth for example?
Patrick
24/11/2013 5:48pm
More "A" and no, not "B". Good example!
Veronica
24/11/2013 5:55pm
Hello Patrick and the Committee.
Grateful thanks! I am so pleased to read your information. I feel better, wiser and more awake with every
day. Bless you.

